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Data is central in machine learning research,
but high-quality data is often private



(𝜀,𝛿)-Differential Privacy definition

● Equivalent to certain condition on the binary 
hypothesis testing on whether 
my data was in the dataset (𝐷1) or not (𝐷0)

● This gives plausible deniability
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Private optimization adapts to the intrinsic structure of 
fine-tuning landscape and scales to Billions-size LLMs

Clipping: “Exploring the Limits of Differentially Private Deep Learning with Group-wise Clipping” He, et al. ICLR’23
               “Large Language Models Can Be Strong Differentially Private Learners” Li, et al. ICLR’22
Virtual batching: “Unlocking High-Accuracy Differentially Private Image Classification through Scale”, De, et al. 2022



A few years years ago…

● Differentially Private Stochastic Gradient Descent (DP-SGD) 
was thought to be unfit for large scale optimization.

● Because, unlike SGD, DP-SGD suffer from dimension dependence for solving: 

● SGD for Lipschitz and smooth non-convex 𝑓:



Theoretically,
Differentially Private SGD suffers in high dimensions

(𝜀,𝛿)-differential privacy achieved with 
a choice of noise 

● DP-SGD:



● Under Lipschitz and smooth 𝑓(.), and 

“Differentially private empirical risk minimization revisited: Faster and more general.”, Wang et al. NeurIPS’17

(𝜀,𝛿)-differential privacy achieved with 
a choice of noise 

● DP-SGD:

Theoretically,
Differentially Private SGD suffers in high dimensions



Experiments seems to contradict theory

● DP-SGD does not suffer from high-dimensionality

as long as we are fine-tuning a pretrained model.

● In practice, typical value of 𝜀 range from 1 to 10 

Open question 1: 
Why does DP-SGD with 𝜀=10 significantly reduce memorization?

“Differentially Private Fine-tuning of Language Models” Yu, et al. ICLR’22
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Why does DP-SGD not suffer in high dimensions?

“Evading the curse of dimensionality in unconstrained private GLMs.”, Song et al., AISTATS’21

● The algorithm does not need to know the intrinsic dimension



Why does DP-SGD not suffer in high dimensions?

● Several variants of 
the above assumptions in the literature, 
such as singular value decay 
in the collection of the gradients

“When Does Differentially Private Learning Not Suffer in High Dimensions?” Li, et al. NeurIPS’22



Zeroth-order optimization adapts to the intrinsic structure of 
fine-tuning landscape and scales to Billions-size LLMs



● As LLMs get larger, memory for backpropagation is becoming a bottleneck
● Can we finetune LLMs while running only forward passes?

Bottleneck in (private) fine-tuning of LLMs



Bottleneck in (private) fine-tuning of LLMs

● As LLMs get larger, memory for backpropagation is becoming a bottleneck
● Can we finetune LLMs while running only forward passes?

● Zeroth-order gradient estimate

○        Is drawn uniformly at random from  
○ Only requires forward passes
○ Asymptotically unbiased: 



Theoretically, 
ZO-SGD suffers in high-dimensions in the worst-case

● Gradient Descent: 

● ZO-SGD: 



Memory Efficient Zeroth-order Optimization: MeZO 
does not suffer from high-dimensionality 

“Fine-Tuning Language Models with Just Forward Passes”, Malladi et al., NeurIPS‘23

Number of parameters: 𝑑=13B



Dimension independence rate with low effective rank 

● Gradient Descent: 

● ZO-SGD: 

Assume

“Gradientless descent: High-dimensional zeroth-order optimization”, Golovin, et al., ICLR’20
“Zeroth-order Optimization with Weak Dimension Dependency”, Yue et al., COLT’23



How do we design a private & zeroth-order optimization 
that adapts to the intrinsic structure of fine-tuning landscape
and scales to Billions-size LLMs?



First attempt: replace gradient with 0-th order approximation
● Zeroth-order gradient estimate

○ Randomly draw direction          uniformly over the sphere  
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First attempt: replace gradient with 0-th order approximation
● Zeroth-order gradient estimate

○ Randomly draw direction          uniformly over the sphere  

● Substitute zeroth-order gradient estimate in DP-SGD

● Clipping threshold
○ In practice, it is a hyperparameter to be tuned 
○ In theory, typical choice is to select worst-case “gradient” norm to avoid clipping bias



Degrades with dimension even under low effective rank

Assume

Theorem [Zhang,Thekumparampil,O.,He 2023] 

● First Attempt approach achieves (𝜀,𝛿)-DP and 

with step-size                   , and                                   . 
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Improved private 0th-order method: DPZero

● The descent direction need not be private
○     is drawn uniformly at random over the sphere                   , and does not touch the data

(approximate) directional derivative scalar noise

1st-order DPSGD 0th-order DPSGD DPZero



Improved private 0th-order method: DPZero

● Typical magnitude of the derivative is significantly smaller than the worst-case
○     is drawn uniformly at random over the sphere                   

(approximate) directional derivative



DPZero

● With                    and small enough 



DPZero

● With                    and small enough 



Nearly dimension independent guarantee
Assume

Theorem [Zhang,Thekumparampil, O.,He 2023]
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1st-order vs. 0-th order private SGD

● Error: 

Accuracy on SST-2 with 𝜀=2: 

DPZeroDP-1st order

92.3% 91.8%
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1st-order vs. 0-th order private SGD

● Error: 

Accuracy on SST-2 with 𝜀=2: 

● Per iteration Memory
● Per iteration time

● # of iterations 𝑇: 

DPZeroDP-1st order

92.3% 91.8%

0.347 s2.33 s
21,494 MB 2,668 MB

10,0001,000



More gain under differential privacy

Non-private gain

Private gain

6.4x

8.1x

1.3x

6.7x

per iteration per iteration



(non-private) zeroth-order fine-tuning with clipping

Open question 2: 
Why does sample-wise clipping help zeroth-order optimization? 

● Clipping average gradients sometimes helps,
e.g., “Eliminating sharp minima from SGD with truncated heavy-tailed noise”, Wang,O.,Rhee ICLR’21

● But, here we are clipping each sample



How does prompt-based fine-tuning change the landscape?

Fine-tuning

1st-order method 81.4%

“Making Pre-trained Language Models Better Few-shot Learners”, Gao, et al., ACL’21
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Fine-tuning Prompt-based FT

1st-order method 81.4% 92.7%

“Making Pre-trained Language Models Better Few-shot Learners”, Gao, et al., ACL’21



How does prompt-based fine-tuning change the landscape?

Open question 3: 
Why does prompt-based fine-tuning help so much for 0-th order methods?

Fine-tuning Prompt-based FT

1st-order method 81.4% 92.7%

0th-order method 51.9% 89.6%

“Fine-Tuning Language Models with Just Forward Passes”, Malladi et al., NeurIPS‘23



Why is pretraining necessary for DP-SGD?



Simple experiment on training from scratch on CIFAR-10 
with DP-SGD, 

Open question 4: 
Why does less noise in the beginning help DP-SGD more?

● where we allowed 200 epochs of noiseless update

Noiseless updates 
at the end

Noiseless updates 
at the beginning



2-D Sketch of a conjectured landscape

● At initialization, clean gradients are necessary to find the 
direction towards the “good” basin



Constructing a lower bound that shows pretraining is 
necessary

● There exists a pair of datasets (Dpub,Dpri) of sizes |Dpub|>|Dpri| 
such that
○ SGD on Dpub achieves Excess Risk = 𝛺(1)  
○ DP-SGD on Dpri achieves Excess Risk = 𝛺(1)  

○ Pretraining on Dpub with SGD followed by 
fine-tuning on Dpri with DP-SGD 
achieves Excess Risk = O(1/|Dpri|)  

“Why Is Public Pretraining Necessary for Private Model Training?”
Ganesh,Haghifam,Nasr,O.,Steinke,Thakkar,Thakurta,Wang, ICML 2023



2-D projection of the construction



Conclusion

● The landscape of fine-tune LLMs is structured 
● DP-SGD and ZO-SGD adapt to the structure and achieve dimension independent 

rates
● DPZero is the first private zeroth-order optimization algorithm that achieves 

dimension-independence 
● There are many interesting and surprising observations that do not show up when 

training with typical SGD
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